
 

 

 

Cradlepoint Equipment 
and Services for Global 
Deployments  

 

 

Global Enterprises are rapidly adopting Cradlepoint solutions for branch-, mobile- and 

IOT networking. But global deployment, including logistics, staging, field services and 

in life-support can be a challenge. Go Wireless supports Cradlepoint resellers, service 

providers and large enterprises with these tasks across the Asia Pacific and EMEA 

region. Utilizing a unique combination of central distribution and local capabilities we 

ensure fast response and continuity for your business. 
 

 

Key Cradlepoint Capabilities  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

FACT SHEET | CRADLEPOINT SMART CARE 

SmartCare Services 
 

Go Wireless provides a range of 
services, including staging, 
configuration, shipping, import 
and local Cradlepoint SmartNet 
service for local in-country 
replacement. A tailored 
approach where you can decide 
which parts to handle and 
which elements to outsource. 

Partner Support 
 

Go Wireless provides registration, 
on-boarding, training and support 
for Cradlepoint partners across 
Asia. Working closely with the 
Cradlepoint team in APAC, EMEA 
and HQ in Boise we support 
partners to be successful in the 
sales, service and support of 
Cradlepoint solutions globally. 
 

Cradlepoint Distribution 
 

Go Wireless is the sole distributor 
for Cradlepoint in the Asia region 
with regional distribution from 
Singapore and experience in 
deploying Cradlepoint solutions 
since 2016. We provide the full 
range of Cradlepoint models as 
well as license renewals. We 
enable NetCloud registrations 
and transfers for partners. 

cradlepoint@gowireless.io    www.gowireless.io 
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Cradlepoint SmartCare – End to end Support Services 
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consistent Delivery & Service 

 

 

Cradlepoint SmartCare is a suite of services supporting Cradlepoint deployments from start to finish, ensuring 
fast on-time deployment and high availability during the equipment lifetime. Customers can select those 
elements which are required and keep control of the management and NetCloud account. Go Wireless 
leverages a range of local partners in-country which enable local stock and field services to ensure fast 
response in local language. Key components include: 

Go Wireless offers consistent delivery of equipment and services across Asia Pacific, Middle East Africa and 
Europe region utilizing central management and a network of local partners. Below are the countries served, 
specific capabilities vary per country.  

Through our warehouses 
in Singapore, Kuala 
Lumpur and Sydney, we 
offer Cradlepoint devices 
from local stock and 
provides storage, SIM 
insertion, staging and 
packaging as per your 
requirements. 

Go Wireless provides 
shipping using FedEx, 
DHL and Local shipping 
agents, offering Delivery 
Duty Paid (DDP) and 
Unpaid (DDU) options. 
Local partners assist with 
clearing and ‘importer of 
record’ service. 

Additional equipment 
options include Poynting 
5G/LTE antennas, cabling 
and WIFI Access Points. 
Data SIM services from 
Blue Wireless can be 
included offering 
coverage across 60+ 
countries. 

Cradlepoint SmartNet 
offers in-country on-site 
equipment replacement 
with next business day 
guarantee to ensure your 
business continuity. In 
the background we 
handle RMA and license 
transfer with Cradlepoint. 

Asia Pacific* Europe* 

Bangladesh Malaysia Australia Austria Greece Netherlands 

Brunei Mongolia New Zealand Belgium Gibraltar Norway 

Cambodia Myanmar Papua New Guinea Bulgaria Hungary Poland 

China Pakistan Vanuatu Cyprus Iceland Portugal 

Hong Kong Philippines MEA Czech Republic Ireland Romania 

India Singapore Bahrain Croatia Italy Slovakia 

Indonesia South Korea Kuwait Denmark Latvia Slovenia 

Japan Sri Lanka Oman Estonia Liechtenstein Spain 

Laos Taiwan Qatar Finland Lithuania Sweden 

Macau Thailand South Africa* France Luxembourg Switzerland 

 Vietnam United Arab Emirates Germany Malta United Kingdom 

 

Please discuss your specific requirements with your partner manager for a tailored proposal for your 
requirements. *Go Wireless is not a Cradlepoint distributor for these regions but can support on global 
deployments. 
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